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SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard

❑

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

❑

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
Foreign Orders:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Please include additional monies to compensate
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your for airmail, contact us for costs. Thank you.
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 .........................
$ 50.01 to $100.00 .........................
$ 100.01 to $200.00 .........................
$ 200.01 to $300.00 .........................
$ 300.01 to $400.00 .........................
$ 400.01 to $500.00 .........................
$ 500.01 to $600.00 .........................
Maximum Liability $600.00

$0.75
$1.60
$2.40
$3.50
$4.60
$5.40
$6.20

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
**Prices subject to change without notice.** if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
copy and or prices.
Delivery Charge imposed by them.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.
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Brand New From Buma!
House Of Magic
Presents...

S-O-S

(Silent, Original, Suspension)
This is what keeps us passionate! This
comprehensive gimmick is strategically
engineered specifically for this effect. The
amount of time, energy and research to
develop such an amazing tool would easily
cost 10 times the price. Trust us, this is
innovation plus amazing engineering!
The performer borrows any paper bill (currency) from a spectator and holding both
of its ends with his finger tips, freely displays it front and back. A spectator is then
immediately asked to pick up a liquid filled glass and raise it to chest height for all to
see. The performer then brings the left end of the now outstretched flat bill into the
slightest momentary contact with the bottom of the liquid filled glass, at which time
the spectator is told to release their hold on the glass. To everyone’s immediate
astonishment, the performer also releases his left hand’s hold on the bill directly
under the glass.
The liquid filled glass is now seen to be
suspended on the very end of the bill,
nothing collapses, nothing spills, nothing
falls to the ground, all remains suspended
in mid air, both the left end of the bill and
the liquid filled glass upon it. Taking hold
of the bill’s left end, the performer now
holds the bill flat between the finger tips of
both hands and proceeds to instruct the
spectator to lift the glass up and off the bill
and to reposition it back down on the bills opposite end. Instantly a second aerial
suspension is seen to occur, for the performer’s right hand is no longer in contact
with the bill, having fully released its hold on the bill.
The liquid filled glass is now seen to be suspended on the right end of the bill. Once
again nothing collapses, nothing spills, nothing falls to the floor, all remains suspended
in mid air, both the right end of the bill and the liquid filled glass. Upon completion
of this second aerial suspension the glass is immediately removed by the spectator
from atop the outstretched bill, the borrowed bill is then returned to its owner.
Easy to master: Involves no sleeve work, may be performed shirtless. No threads,
wires, magnets or mirrors involved. No mechanics, nothing to break, no parts to
replace. Always ready to perform, fits in most pockets. All items are borrowed
during presentation. May be instantly repeated.

48

$
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Worth The Wait!
Ted Karmilovich’s

Mother Of All
Book Tests
Pocket Edition

Simple Absolute Truth—Without
question the most requested booktest
Stevens Magic Emporium has ever
experienced over the years is Ted
K’s, Mother Of All Book Test
(MOABT), and for good reason. This
is the per fect example and
embodiment of the tremendous
power of a brand, something that is
so strong it makes an intense
impression in the minds of top
performers world-wide. It’s instantly
recognized as “the” official and most
revered booktest in all Magicdom—
for many reasons, not the least of
which is the fact it has been tried and
tested for years by the best in the industry. In this new world of portability and
transportation, this latest pocket edition opens up a plethora of new opportunities
and venues previous impossible.
From consumer goods to how we gather information and news and now how equal
varieties of tools to engage and perform. Never before have you as a performer
had such a plethora of choices, as well as unique opportunities to make an intense
impression. This pocket edition should be given strong consideration.
This latest release from (Ted K), whom we affectionately refer to as one of the
Stevens Magic Illuminati—is something we are proud to offer, and just in line with
our desire to provide you only with the best and nothing less.
Ted Karmilovich changed the game forever with the Mother of All Book Tests.
Since the first version, the MOAB has been a staple of countless mentalist acts
across the globe. Now, the pocket edition is the next weapon in your book test
arsenal that brings this work of genius into the realm of walk-around and on-the-go
performing!
Check out other Gems from Ted K like Ted K’s Lecture Notes’ Thoughts from
Vegas. And also his “Now Is The Time” effect. Food For Thought is also
in this catalog!

199

$
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Original Book Tests!
Paul Romhany’s

Diary Presage
Each Product is “Hand-Crafted”—this is
“NOT” a mass produced product—if you
get one you will have something that is
truly unique! Finding products such as
this is how you differentiate yourself! The
fact that it’s hand-crafted, with a price to
keep the “just curious away” is a benefit
to you in and of itself. Of course, there
would be “no” benefit if the product didn’t
deliver, but deliver it does and will!
IMAGINE being able to perform at least
EIGHT DIFFERENT routines from one book test! This is ideal for walk-around or
the close-up environment where you can perform several different routines with
one book. Carry this so you can perform miracles anytime, anywhere!
IMPORTANT POINTS: Diary is hard cover and filled inside to look hand-written
with color inks and pencils—also room to add your own touches. BONUS Diary
routine by Richard Webster. The audience can see each page DOES have a different
color, words, proverbs, etc. Also comes complete with instructional DVD.
Sample Effects: Lottery Prediction, Color Reading, Proverb Prediction, Name
any word, Acaan and lots more, see website!

300

$

Richard Webster’s

Great For Two Book Test
Synopsis: A husband and wife are invited up from
the audience. The husband is given a dictionary to
hold, and the wife a novel. The husband opens the
dictionary and calls out the page number. His wife
opens her novel at that page and tries to transmit the
first word to her husband. He fails to pick up her
thought. After three attempts, the mentalist asks the
wife to tell her husband the word. He looks it up in
the dictionary and finds the page is missing. The
mentalist removes the missing page from his pocket
and shows that it’s the missing page. Amazingly, the
word that the wife was concentrating on is circled.
You are provided with a 476-page dictionary, which can be used as a normal
dictionary. You also get the hilarious routine that has been perfected over hundreds
of performances. You provide your own novel. A good product has to entertain,
but this one also interacts as well.

105

$
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Brand New—Louie Gaynor
Double-Locked
Mystery Chest
A Tribute To Roy Roth! An
original mechanical marvel credited
to the late great Roy Roth—updated
and improved by master craftsman
Louie Gaynor. This is an item I fell
in love with because it has so many
performance possibilities, and the
mechanics were genius. For the sake
brevity of we will provide you with
one sample routine (although there
are many others you could do).
Performer asks for a coin from an audience member. Before taking it, he hands
them a Sharpie to sign their initials (or a mark) on the coin. That coin is then
placed inside a small wooden box which is shook to confirm the coin is truly inside.
The small box that houses the coin is placed on a small table and the performer
points to another table that has a felt or cloth bag on its top. The performer
opens up the bag and pulls out a beautiful wooden treasure box. The box is
locked, but also tied up with strings. The performer unties the strings and then
hands the spectator a key to open up the locked box. Upon doing so, there is
another smaller treasure box inside, which is also locked and has strings protruding
from each end. The smaller box is also removed and unlocked by a spectator and
when it is opened, inside is the signed quarter, which is confirmed to be the exact
coin by the spectator.
Truly this prop will impress you in every way, with respect to the mechanics, and
the quality craftsmanship. We sent units to people who are authorities on apparatus
and/or mentalism—all agreed it’s a superior piece and wanted it for their personal
collection. There are many other routines possible, using billets and nail writers.
Exceptionally easy-to-perform, which
means this is an item you will USE! There
is no duplication, the item that ends up
in the box is “exactly” the same item.
Made out of Red Mahogany. Each unit
is stamped LUE for Louie Gaynor
Note: To perform the above routine
requires a rattle box, which is not included
in this set, but available also at Stevens
Magic
Special Thanks to: Scryer, Bill Trotter, Andy Martin, Barry Block and Bill Kahn

250

$
6
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Brand New—Louie Gaynor
Olde English
Wrist Stocks

Now You Can Be A Houdini!
People still like escape effects! You
have one here that is quick and easy
to perform! A fast and sensational
escape illusion! Great for stage or
parlor!
Stevens Magic doesn’t often offer
escape effects, but when one comes
along that could be strong for
audiences, we produce it right away!
Here’s how it goes... Performer asks for assistance of one or two spectators. The
stocks are examined and a colorful story is told about these inescapable restraints.
(Even Houdini had trouble escaping from these simple stocks?)
Placed on a spectator, there is no way they can get out of them, without the simple
secret! Then the performer is locked into the stocks that are ominous looking.
The un-gaffed antique looking four lever English padlocks are placed and closed
on the performer’s wrists!
The artist’s confined arms are now hidden from view for just a moment by either
a screen, 6-inch silk or even a 36-inch silk and the performer walks free displaying
the still locked restraints in his hands!
Built by master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, this clever ideas was gleaned from a set
of Thayer “Stocks of Solomon” made years ago, and is a limited edition sure
to please any audience. Built from textured lightweight Redwood. Sturdy and built
to last. No reset, always ready to go.

150

$
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Classic From Louie Gaynor
Psychic Tipping-Ouija
Table
For Mentalist-PsychicsMagicians

A beautifully constructed special table out of
select hardwoods!
Imagine a small group of spectators clustered
around a 12 sided table top. Spectators are
instructed to place their fingertips on the
table top with little fingers touching the
adjacent spectators little fingers. The
magician-psychic infor ms them to
concentrate on a question as he invokes the
spirits from the great beyond to give a signanswer to the question!
Can the spirits actually return? Slowly, the
table begins to move, up and tips! Have the
ethereal spirits made their presence know?
The tips answer the question with “one
tip for yes and two tips for no”! The
magician-psychic does NOT control the table
The principle of the table tipping is
accomplished by the famous findings of
William Benjamin Carpenter, who coined the
term “IDEOMOTOR ACTION” to explain such phenomena. IDEOMOTOR
ACTIONS ARE UNCONSCIOUS, involuntary motor movements
performed by people because of prior expectations, suggestions or
preconceptions! It is a psychological subconscious action! (Like the
swinging pendulum effect).
Louie Gaynor’s Psychic Tipping Table makes this
performance easy as it is specially designed for the
tipping! The spectators themselves are the ones who
cause the table to tilt up and down! Can also be used
with the Ouija Planchette, (that comes with it) for
Ouija board performances. A great effect for stage,
parlor, family room performances.
Comes complete with carrying case and detailed instructions.

695

$
8
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True Classic Are Hard To Find
Louie Gaynor’s

Genii Tube

Available Again—Limited Quantities
The Genii Tube is a product that magically makes silks
and streamers appear from an empty box. It’s the perfect
parlor and stage effect and this unit features a larger double
load capacity. Superb for children’s shows and stage
venues!
Improved Mechanics: One thing we particularly like
was the fact Louie got rid of the often times bulky and
ugly clasps that are used to lock the tube tight and replaced
them by imbedded magnets which give this a stronger
hold and a more streamlined, pleasing look. Dimensions
of item—stands 12-inches tall and is 4-inches wide.
The photo in this catalog simply doesn’t do it
justice, therefore we strongly encourage you to
visit our website to see the item in “living color”.

85

$

Improved Salt
Pour
Finally, one of the most perfect Salt Pour Gimmicks
ever made and we feel that this one is one of the best
and priced absolutely right!
You know the effect...Magician pours salt into his
empty hand and then throws the salt up into the air and
it has vanished! Viola! He supposedly catches the
vanished salt in his other hand, closes the hand and begins
to pour and pour and pour and pour until the hand is
now empty and the magician is clean. Where did the
salt go? How did he catch it again? This is a pour that
is long enough, but not boring and gives the performer
the opportunity to use theatrics during the effect.
The gimmick is 100% brass, has a smaller diameter, taller neck for a longer pour
and a wider, thicker stream, two coats of flesh-colored paint, acrylic finish. Made
in the USA. This is an excellent stage or platform effect. A professional prop for
professional performers! See website for demonstration of this fantastic
effect.

Not $300...Not $200, But ONLY...$125
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Leave Them Mystified
Mesika’s

Electric Touch +
Electric Touch Plus gives you the extraordinary
ability to deliver an electrostatic shock that will not
only surge through your fingertips, but through your
entire body as well! Watch your audience gasp in
astonishment as you charge everyday objects like
keys, coins, rings and spoons.
IMAGINE: Sending spectators electrostatic “messages”
with a mere touch of your finger. Using your power to
illuminate fluorescent bulbs. Animating a pile of dry tea leaves,
tobacco, confetti, salt or pepper. Bending streams of water
with a simple flick of your wrist. Charging any conductive
metal object. Creating a spark of energy between any two
audience members. The possibilities are endless!
On a DVD, Mesika shares his closely-guarded subtleties, expert tips and personal
routines that will take your magic to the next level and beyond. The Accessories
Kit contains a high-quality magnet and custom-built housing. Also included are
easy-to-follow illustrated instructions.

DVD & Gimmick...$200
Accessories Kit...$25

Anima
With Anima—You'll give it out for close examination after
the performance. You'll perform it under any light condition
with plain sunlight or in a room with a strong spotlight.
And you'll be always ready. You'll not be hooked up.
Anima gimmick will give you absolute freedom. You'll
perform it in any condition. This is an angle proof version—
for one to one setting or surrounding. Anima is the safest method with no risk.
The Phantom Deck: Two selected cards are lost in the deck. The cards are
placed in the palm and it moves in a spooky way. Part of the deck moves sideways,
then moves back revealing the selected card. Now you repeat it with a second
card. Now with Anima you'll perform the strong classic effect but with a borrowed
deck and with Anima there's NO SET-UP.
Acrobatic Matchbox: A box of wooden matches is animated in an incredible
way. It slides around your hand, flipped over by itself and the drawer opens and
closes under your control. It's hard to imagine until you see it yourself.
Includes 1 Special Anima Gimmick, 1 Special Matchbox (No matches), 1 Hour
full instructions and live performance DVD.

A Breath Of Life...
10

83

$
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Auke Van Dokkum Presents
Precision
Chinese Coins

These silver dollar-sized Chinese Coins
will allow you to perform a variety of
effects and matrix style routines. In
fact, if you get a chance you should
watch the video on our site of Auke
performing them. We debated about
making this “only” a print catalog
item, due to the fact that we have
limited quantity and there is a long lead
time between re-stocking of this item.
Comes compete with four coins,
professional expanded shell, plastic
coin vault for storage and DVD
featuring Bobo’s simple and easy to
learn, but powerful effect.
These Chinese Coins are the latest edition to the Auke Collection
exclusively offered by Stevens Magic.

Silver-Dollar Size...$125

Chinese Flipper Coin
Silver-Dollar Size

Why not settle for the best! Other makers
charge about the same price for “good”
quality coins, but why not get the absolute
best for about the same price?
Nobody does it like Auke Van Dokkum…
For those of you familiar with his work, we’re
telling you nothing you don’t already know
—for those of you who are not familiar with
his work—you should become so.
Auke is a consummate magician and crafter (machinist) extraordinaire! Whether
he makes his famous world renowned cups and balls, nesting cups and balls,
wandering chimes, various coin effects—it’s all cream of the crop!
The craftsmanship on these limited availability Precision Chinese Flippers is
spectacular… Even better the silver dollar size makes the visual even more amazingly
and equally unbelievable. This is a gravity flipper.
$

110
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MagicSmith Does It Again
The No. 2 Pencil

The No 2 Pencil is a visually striking
animation from start to finish as the ‘No 2'
symbol on a pencil disappears, reappears
and then for a finale slides and stretches.
That's right, it's a real ‘No 2' stamped on a
real pencil that looks like real magi—really!
The No 2 Pencil has been featured on
national TV more than any other close-up
effect. With eight appearances on the
Lear ning Channel and numerous
appearances on the Disney Channel, the No
2 Pencil is now rumored to have it's own
parking space at Spagos!
It's cute, funny and a great natural prop to
carry around with you. It's always ready to
go and resets instantly. Gregory Wilson
helped with the directions and patter—
they're hilarious and packed with more puns
than you can shake a thin yellow stick at!

15

$

The Watch Crystal

A Mystery In Time
Throughout the ages, man has been
fascinated with the concept of time. His
quest to harness it has taken him from
the ancient sundial to the atomic clock.
But never before has time been told like
this.
The mystery begins by displaying a small
glass disc—the crystal from an old pocket
watch. Now ask a spectator to think of a
secret time. BLOWING ON THE
CRYSTAL, A VAPOROUS WATCH
DIAL NOW APPEARS ON THE
GLASS, AND THE HANDS REVEAL
THE CHOSEN HOUR! The misty apparition slowly fades, ‘disappearing in time,'
and the crystal is once again transparent!
This astonishing crystal comes complete in a velvet carrying bag, with a customized
polishing cloth and illustrated instructions to an intriguing and timeless presentation.

60

$
12
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Little Of This, Little Of That
No-Talk Super PK Ring
A revolutionary change in PK rings… The SUPER PK
Ring is the MOST powerful tool in a magician’s arsenal.
Over time, there has been different styles and shapes,
but this latest evolution seems to have finally put it all
together offering features previously not available. This
ring is called the No-Talk PK Ring for Silent SleightOf-Hand. Better Performance! Better Appearance!
Perfect for Dry Skin in Winter Weather.
New improved performance, greater durability and
enhanced design for sleight-of-hand that leaves nothing to chance. Our new model
is hand fitted with special rubber guards set in circular channels that remove the
“talk”, while letting the strong PK magnet do its work. The rubber guards also help
protect the ring in the case of accidental dropping. And it looks cool, too … like a
custom made silver & ebony ring!
New improved performance and enhanced design for the sleight-of-hand artist who
leaves nothing to chance. Specify Small (18 mm), Medium (19mm), Large
(20mm) and X-Large (21mm) or XX Large (23mm). Even Larger Sizes
may be available for additional costs—contact Mark Stevens.

95

$

Dan Kuniak’s

Medium Rare
A Stevens Magic Exclusive from the mind of
magician Dan Kuniak comes Medium Rare! A
creative approach to the Card Sword!
Medium Rare—never ask a Vampire how he would
like his Stake! A bleeding, haunted, card sword!
So Just Imagine...A spooky version of the classic card
sword. Weaving a story of vampires and a vampire
hunter, the magician re-enacts an ancient, final
confrontation leaving the spectator with their selected
card impaled on the tip of a stake dripping with fresh
blood!
The gimmick is really unique and has a lot of work that
goes into it such that it looks realistic! With Vampires
being all the rage—this effect could sell all year. Even if
you don't perform it often, it always could serve double
duty in case the real thing shows up at your house
requesting an encore performance!

New Lower Price!

75

$
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Classics Of Magic
La Grande
Zombie
It has been years since we have promoted one
of the finest professional Zombie Ball effects. It
is time to re-promote it again!
Hand spun! Light weight!
Professional gimmick!
Just the right size!
The floating ball illusion performed with music
and done right is a poetic piece of magic. The
effect has been used by many
professional “magicians” for years and
was a highlight of their acts. Comes
complete with Zombie Ball, Gimmick
and Foulard.

52.50

$

The Aqua Vase

A Beautiful Lota Vase
Stands 7-inches tall and holds about 12 ounces of
liquid! Hand spun! Lightweight! The Aqua Vase
still stands as a classic in our magic world. Still a
mystery and still accepted and excellent for all types
of audiences. Where does all the water come from
and where does it go!! A professional piece of
apparatus that will last you for years. Comes
complete with the carrying bag.
Note from Joe: “I performed this one night for
the guys at supper and everyone ordered a beer
and I just brought out the Aqua Vase and said, ‘I
don’t need to order a beer as I have plenty that I
brought with me.’ For the next hour I continued
to refill my glass in front of the guys to their amazement! It was fun!”

52.50

$
14
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Medieval Tarot & More
Tossed Out Tarot Deck
Here comes a new effect that has a stronger impact
than any other effect done with playing cards onstage;
because it uses Tarot cards! Christopher Borer, the
inventor of Get Sharky has developed this twist of the
Tossed Out Deck with his twist of the Tossed Out Deck.
Due to the nature of Tarot cards and their common use
for fortune readings—this classic card effect leaves a very
deep impression on your audience. Don’t underestimate
the strength of this effect. Great for Mentalists, Bizzarists
and Story Telling Magicians! The Tossed Out Tarot uses cards from the Medieval
Tarot Deck also produced by Card-Shark.

37.50

$

Medieval Tarot Gone Wild
Note: You must own or order the standard
Medieval Tarot Deck to use this product as
described below.

Perform a fantastic and beautiful Wild Card
routine based on an idea of Joerg Alexander
(The Flicking Fingers) you take several cards out of the deck and change these
cards together with the spectator in a very visual way. You get all necessary gaffed
cards to choose if you want to change the Tarot cards into “The Death”, “The
Devil” or “The Stars”! Which version you choose depends on your own
performance style and if the story you want to tell is a bizarre or an enlightening
and encouraging one.

Medieval
Tarot
Decks
78
vintagelooking Tarot
cards
with
images inspired
by the late Middle Ages and a modern
instruction for an ancient fortune telling.
Cards are printed on the best playing
card stock (3-layer paper, linen structure,
high flexibility). The backs are
marked in a subtle way so you can easily
find the card that is selected.

37.50

$

25

$

Medieval
Extension
Set
Note: You MUST
already own, or
purchase the Medieval
Tarot Deck to use this
product as described below.
You will get 29 additional gaffed cards.
Perfect add-on for the Medieval Tarot
Deck. With this Extension Set you will
get more possibilities for your bizarre
effects or inspiring and thrilling stories.

30

$
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Thayer Antiquities
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.

Break-Away Die Box

Devil’s Pillars

Good Condition

Good Condition

Loyd’s 20th Century
Silk Frame

Solomon’s Stocks

Good Condition

Cut & Restored
Necktie Cabinet
Good Condition

16

Good Condition

No Assistant
Nest Of Boxes

Very Good Condition

Rice - Checkers Orange
Good Condition

Tops Of Tubes Do Show Wear.

Oriental Tubes Of
Mystery
Good Condition

Production Cabinet
Good Condition

2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com

Thayer Antiquities

Card Spider

Floating Table

Good Condition

Good Condition

Waller’s Enchanted
Tube

Good Condition

Good Condition

Silk Pedestal

Miracle Frame
(Large)

Good Condition

Miracle Frame
(Small)

Good Condition

New Pieces Added Every Month! Over 200 Thayer Pieces
will be offered. These are just a small sampling!
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.
Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com
See more information on the website.
2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Viking Magic Available Again
Menta Card Box Plus

A spectator shuffles an unprepared deck of cards
which is placed by him, face down in a walnut box
just large enough to hold it.
The box is closed and held by the spectator. The
performer, standing several feet away names the
uppermost card in the box. Box is opened by
the spectator and the prediction verified by
showing the card to all! The performer now
repeats the feat with several more cards, all
predictions are 100% correct!
Points To Remember: a genuine ungimmicked deck is used, spectator shuffles
the cards, no physical forcing or prompting by the performer, no peeks and no
questions asked.
Self contained, supplied with all props including Bicycle Deck. Made in typical
Viking quality, complete with several other outstanding routines.

Chronologue

73

$

Listen to this... Have the spectator think of
any date in the year (his birth date would be
great). Toss him your little pocket calendar;
“Open the calendar to your selected date, and
as you do, note that I have hand written a
different card in every day of the year; 365
days, seven decks of cards spread at
random—check it out. Do you have your
date? If you had chosen the date before,
would it have been the same card? No? What
about the date after? No? For the first time,
then, what card is written on your date?”
The spectator names the card. The performer then removes an envelope from
the same calendar held by the spectator and upon opening it, reveals one card and
one card only… and it is the same card as named by the spectator! This is a
diabolically clever effect and, more importantly, sufficiently strong to guarantee a
lasting impression. It’s always ready.
BONUS: We are now including three great additional routines. You get a great
effect and handling by Richard Osterlind and by Richard Gerlitz and a variation by
Andy Martin. All this plus Cassidy’s original instructions.
NEW EDITION: You get all the above, plus you can now divine a chosen date
and card selection in a new and novel way due to the new printing method employed
in this updated version of Chronologue.

55

$
18
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Quality Viking Magic
Larry Becker’s

Casino Royale
A spectator is invited to take an
imaginary trip to a casino. He
randomly selects a casino chip from
over 35 different chips. Next, he cuts
off an unknown batch of jumbo $100
bills from a stack. He selects a
Blackjack hand in the fairest of ways.
So, the spectator has just visited a
famous casino and wagered an
unknown amount of money on a
hand of Blackjack that he dealt
himself. A sealed envelope that has
been in full view is now opened and the prediction inside is read. Everything
predicted is 100% correct! The wager amount, casino and winning hand are all
predicted!
You receive an assortment of real casino-type clay chips, acrylic goblet, cards, jumbo
$100 bills (replicas) and brass trimmed walnut tray. Complete with sample prediction
and explicit instructions.

Available Again!

195

$

Milky Die
Unbelievable
effect!
Three
transpositions—impossible and easy to
do and carry. And as always excellent
quality.
A liquid (milk, water or your choice) is poured
into an acrylic container, which in turn changed
into CONFETTI, which changes into a
WHITE SILK, which in turn changes into a
large WHITE DIE! Or milk (Oom) is poured
into the black box. Lid replaced and box shaken.
Lid is removed and box inverted; instead of milk
pouring out a beautiful 18-inch silk spills forth.
Silk tucked back into box; box shaken and
contents tipped out. Silk has changed into a
large white die!
Many ideas will present themselves to you once
you own this quality product. Hand fashioned from top acrylic. Die measures
almost 4-inches square. Use your own silk, liquid and confetti. You will like
performing this unique effect.

99

$
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Viking Winners!
Nu Way Watch Box
Max Suko is a classic performer who
has a keen mind when it comes to
tweaking standard effects. His Nu Way
Watch Box is an excellent example of
our-of-the-box thinking!
The box has no secret openings, no trap
doors, no magnets, nothing that will
lead a spectator onto the clever secret.
Nothing is added or taken away. Yet, a
borrowed watch, ring, wallet can be
vanished and somehow produced from
within the LOCKED chest.
The chest lid is secured by a flat brass plate which is further locked by a small
padlock. After the spectator’s watch is vanished, the chest is brought forward and
it is clearly seen that the chest is locked by virtue of the brass plate and lock.
The lock and brass plate are removed and the spectator is allowed to remove the
lid only to find his missing item. Clever new method. Chest made of select walnut
hardwood, a plush velvet cushion lines the bottom of the chest; a brass locking
plate and brass lock. Complete detailed instructions. Box measures 5.5 x 5.5 x
5.25-inches.

133

$

U-235

The performer talks about early testing implements
used in the 50’s to test uranium and molecular
fusion, etc. The apparatus you see before you was
one of the first attempts at atomic restructuring.
Very few people have ever seen this demonstrated.
Watch closely as you won’t believe your eyes. Note
this solid piece of 1/4-inch plate glass and two
aluminum reactor cylinders. We will sandwich the
solid glass between the two cylinders and we will
use this solid steel ball to demonstrate the
properties discovered long ago. Watch and listen
as you hear the solid steel ball make contact with
the solid glass sheet then a second later the ball is seen and heard crashing down
through the glass onto the plate below. This is an exact replica of the original
Thayer unit. A treasure for any collector, yet you will be demonstrating this
unique effect moments after receiving it. Limited quantities have been made at this
time so don’t delay.

With permission of Owen Magic Surpreme...$99
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Viking Best Sellers!
Perfect Time

“This is quite possibly the most remarkable Prediction
Watch ever invented.” (Orson Welles) …and the
foundation of the original CW line.
The performer removes his wrist watch and asks a
spectator to examine it. It is a fully functioning quality
quartz watch. The spectator is allowed to set the
hands at any time he/she wishes, etc. Finally,
the performer states that he will make an
impossible prediction. Retrieving the watch, the
performer sets the hands of his watch at a
particular time. He holds the watch by the band,
away from his body as he asks for two more volunteers. Each person is asked to
create a specific time by mentally thinking of the numbers on the face of a clock.
One person thinks of the hour and the other two people each think of a number
that will collectively become the minutes. Let us assume that the first spectator
thinks of 10 (i.e. 10:00) and the other two spectators create the minutes, i.e. 22.
The time created is then, 10:22. The performer hands the watch to one of the
spectators and he reads the time… 10:22 which had been set by the performer
before any numbers were given!
There is absolutely no force. Any time can be predicted. The effect can be
immediately repeated. You can absolutely predict the exact time with no fumbling,
no tipping of the watch, no funny moves, etc. Our system allows you to arrive at
the chosen time with complete confidence and speed. Note: Mild variance in
Watch Face Color and Style, unit you get may not match exactly as
photo shown.

Burmese Bells

330

$

Five antique bells are suspended on different lengths of
cord from a clear Lucite tube. The performer holds the
tube at arm’s length and asks a spectator to choose one
of the bells. On command, the bell begins to swing. At
first, ever so slightly, and then it picks up momentum
until it is swinging wildly. The spectator is asked to
make another choice, and upon doing so, the first bell
returns to its previous state of quiescence while the
second begins to swing.
No forces, no sleights, no threads and everything can
be immediately examined. Can be used to locate a
selected card. Great for metaphysical and spirit routines
or just plain fun. One of the most unusual effects you’ll
ever perform. Comes with complete routine plus some great ideas. This one
really makes them scratch their heads!

58

$
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Unique & Different

Cinema Vérité

Hand out postcards with over 30 different
film posters to the audience. You have no
idea who has which film poster. Have anyone
choose one and think about the title. They
read the names of the films from the
postcards, and you stop them exactly on the
film they are thinking of. Do it again with
someone else. They think of a film and read
the same list of titles. You know which film
someone is thinking of every time! Do
it 10 times with 10 different spectators in all different parts of the room. Everyone
reads the same list of film titles. You always know who is thinking of which film.
An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the 32 postcards.
Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners. Complete
with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case. Don’t want to lug 32 postcards
around? Just slip 10 or 12 into your pocket and still perform it exactly the same
way. Perform it anytime, anywhere with anyone who can read and think.
Do it over and over with one spectator or 30 times with 30 different spectators. It
is strong, powerful mentalism that works with adults in almost any venue.

45

$

Julien Labigne’s

Gambler

Are you looking for a original mentalism routine you
can really add to your repertoire? Gambler is the
one you need...Easy to do. Great impact. No
complicated gimmick, just a great principle that allows
you to create a strong piece of mentalism—anytime,
anywhere!
You introduce a box containing several gambling
items like a die, two chips and a deck of 52 playing
cards. First, the spectator has to make a choice
between the two chips—500 or 1,000... One he gives you, one he keeps for him.
Then, the spectator chooses a number on the die—ANY number. The die is perfectly
genuine, and the spectator really chooses the number he wants. Finally, you show
all the cards and put them—one by one face down on the table. The spectator stops
you when he wants—One choice out of two, One choice out of six, One choice out
of 52. That makes 624 possibilities to get the right combination. You
reveal your prediction, it matches perfectly with the spectator!
Comes complete with instructional DVD, all props needed (a die, two chips and a
real dollar bill) and a special deck of Bicycle cards specially designed for the routine.

87.50

$
22
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Ultimate Gimmicks

Sixth Sense 2.5

Sixth Sense 2.5 “with polarity detection” is the
evolution of the best-selling magnetic detection device.
With an extended range, multidirectional sensing
pattern and self-calibrating digital circuitry, Sixth
Sense 2.5 allows you to perform a variety of beautiful
and stunning mind-reading effects including the classic
‘which hand’. Place the miniature sensor (33 x 20 x
.5
9mm) under your watch strap and a silent vibration
will let you know in which hand your volunteer has
hidden a magnetic coin. Not only is Sixth Sense
2.5 the most sensitive magnetic detector available, it
is the only device in the world that allows you to perform this effect in short sleeves.
Recommended Coins/Items: Range (ITEMS NOT INCLUDED)
• Magnetic US Half Dollar - Super Strong (Kreiss Magic): 4.5in
• Magnetic £1 for Sixth Sense (MagicTricks.co.uk): 4in
• Magnetic £1 (Izzy Wizzy Magic): 4in
• Magnetic 50c Euro (Magic Factory Essen): 3.75in
• PK Ring (Wizard FX): 5in
• Larger magnetic objects (Scorpion, Spike): 12in+
No calibration routines, wires, settings or complicated hookups. Just turn the unit
on via the switch at the base and Sixth Sense 2.5 automatically configures itself
in a fraction of a second. Keep it in a pocket and perform your favorite effects
wherever and whenever you want. Includes sensor, demo DVD, velcro wrist
strap and written instructions. Battery life: 50hrs. User-replaceable
CR1632 batteries.

300

$

Christopher Rawlings’

Reveal

Reveal is a clipboard that is specially gaffed yet
undetectable even when the spectator is holding it.
ABSOLUTELY NO ELECTRONICS are used. You just
ask someone to draw or write something on a piece of
paper. You get it, all at once, without ANY strange
movements. The drawing can be isolated in an envelope
or bag, yet you still are privy to what was written.
The best compliment we can give “Reveal” is this—it’s
real world stuff. A leading mentalist created it for his
show and it can be done UNDER FIRE. It is impossible
for it to break or wear-out. It’s something you will use in your show…forever. You
get the gimmicked clipboard, marker, envelope, DVD and attractive
storage box. Another great modern clipboard gimmick that is easy-to-use and
to perform.

48.50

$
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Quality Coin Sets

Crafty
Power Set

The quality of the coins is spectacular!
This is a really a must have item. Even now,
supplies don't keep up with demand and it's
not unusual to have to wait several months to
get more in stock.
Two magnetic coins made from real United
States Half Dollars, fit for all your
performance needs. Perform various tricks
with these amazing magnets. DVD Running
Time: Approximately 28 minutes.
Remember this is both the Super Strong
Set of Coins and the DVD! The entire
package.
Here are some of the effects you can do with these coins—Coins Across,
Coin Across With Glass, Coin Through The Glass, Coin Through The Spectator’s
Hand, Coin Through The Deck, Reverse Coin Through The Table & Glass, Heads
Or Tails, Coin Toss and Mental Game

125

$

Alpha Spinning Nickels
These Alpha Spinning Nickels will pay for your
beer and other drinks for years to come! Nickels
are great—because you can easily palm “both”
gimmicked version in one hand, and wait for the
mark to call out “Heads” or “Tails” and then come
out with the right coin (depending on the advantage
you want)! The quality is exceptional!

The Alpha Spinning Nickels are set of two
matched date US nickels—one will only spin heads
and the other will spin tails. The coins are not
double-sided like the other gaffed head-tail coins.
So they will pass normal examination. The gaff is very hard to detect even when
you know how it works. If these coins are placed with other coins of the same type
on a table it is difficult to tell which is gaffed and which is not. These special coins
made from real modern coins. Comes with basic instructions for use and the
instructions include some tips on how to identify these coins should you get them
mixed up in your pocket change.
Warning: These coins are extremely normal looking and easy to spend in a soda,
snack machine or over the counter. Please be careful when carrying them in your
pocket. This is one item that every magician should have!

25

$
24
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Different Kinds Of Card Tricks

Jeff Stewart’s

BS Board

This BS Board has been redesigned and
manufactured using special plastic. It
folds to 4.5-inches x 7-inches and can
fit in your shirt or jacket pocket. It is
ideal for close-up, walk-around, bars,
comedy clubs, emcee work and between
friends. Anytime you want to get a quick
laugh take it out of your pocket and in
your most sincere voice read it out loud;
“Being an entertainer is a unique
opportunity which lets me bring joy
into your lives…” Once you finish
reading the sentiment fold the BS Board
as you say, “And I mean that sincerely,”
the spectators will slowly begin to notice
what the first letter of every line now
spells, which will cause laughter.

16.50

$

Aldo Colombini’s

Jumbo Coincidence

Two packets of jumbo half-cards are
mixed. A spectator freely selects a card
from one of the packets, leaving it
protruding. You simultaneously turn the
top cards of both packets face up
showing the cards are different.
Continue until the selected card is
reached, it matches the card in the other
pile! As a kicker ending, both packets
are turned face down and when the
cards are dealt face up, each and every
card matches. Ungaffed, examinable
and easy to do.

12.50

$

Seeing Stars
Two packets ESP cards are shown. One
has four Squares the other four Circles.
Two cards from each are switched but the
Squares manage to gather to one packet.
The packet of Squares is now seen to be
all Circles and then magically changes back
to a Circle, a Square, a Circle and a
Square. By now the audience must be
Seeing Stars—and sure enough the
original packet is turned over to show all
four cards with Stars all over them. Comes complete with all necessary cards and
photo-illustrated instructions. Everything is examinable. Very easy to learn and
perform.

11.50

$
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Best Of The Best
Full Bloom

2-Volume Set

By Gaetan Bloom
Two huge volumes that contains...
• Over 150 effects.
• Stage magic, close-up, illusions,
cabaret and mentalism.
• Free-standing display mysteries.
• Hundreds of beautiful James Hodges drawings.
• Historic photos of Gaetan and many great magicians.
• Includes Bloom’s marketed effects and scarce
magazine routines.
• All of Gaetan’s lecture notes.
• Many new previously unpublished effects.
• Rare material on Winston Freer Top-quality satinfinish acid-free paper, Smyth-sewn and
hardbound with beautiful full-color dust jackets.
“The material is absolutely sensational as is the design and production. It is an
absolute modern classic.” - Andy Nyman

155

$

Scryer’s 13

By Richard Webster
The Mystery of the “13”? is over… This work contains
13 contributors PLUS over 11 routines from Scryer.
For many of you, just the below information will be
enough to justify the purchase…
Contributors: (Alpha Order) Keith Barry, Meraux
Dantes, Jerome Finley, Sidney Free, Docc
Hilford, Ross Johnson, Ted Karmilovich, Darrel
Mac, Tony Michaels, Richard Osterlind, Sandra
Sisti, Peter Turner, Richard Webster.
A Peek Inside! A partial small teaser of “some” of the contents in Scryer’s 13—
Scryer’s Gypsy Fortune Telling Machine Reading, Scryer’s Human
Pendulum Invisible Deck, Scryer’s Signature Duplication, A Bizzarist
Dream Come True, Scryer’s Easy Coin Bend, The Osterlind Read,
Medium Rare – Jerome Finley, Magical Memories – Keith Barry,
Peter Turner – Getting To Know You and Richard Webster – How to
hypnotize a person with a Pendulum.

Coupon cannot be used with this item! $165
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Books!

John Ramsay’s Cups & Balls
By Pete Biro

The Ramsay Cups & Balls routine (with two cups) has
long been regarded as a routine that not only entertains, but
also fools even the most knowledgeable magicians. Ramsay’s
subtle moves and his natural handling, has long been admired
by many, including Dai Vernon. This book is a faithful reprint
of the original material from a long out-of-print edition that
often winds up on the used market in the $200.00 price
range. All you need are two cups and the necessary balls.
Ramsay’s final load sequence is totally original and
very different. Even if you don’t do the complete routine, there is much to learn
from Ramsay’s thinking.

Number 9...$18

Food For Thought
By Ted Karmilovich

Tannen’s Magic does a great job of bringing magic to
the people. After their absolutely great lecture they made
these notes available. These notes are full of workable
powerful mentalism.
Includes: My Red/Black Tes—A totally impromptu out
of this world. The Dime and Penny—You’ve never
thought a Dime and Penny could be used like this!
Sensations—A newspaper prediction that will blow your
mind. Murder, He Wrote—A beautifully crafted
psychometry routine incorporating a murder mystery.
And, of course, all of Ted’s subtleties and nuances.

28

$

The Egg Bag Book
By John Novak

There is 104 pages, illustrated with 15 pages of line drawings.
Explains different types of bags from the production bag of
Isaac Fawkes to the Malini Egg Bag and other recent ones!
Also a large section on eggs themselves and complete
routines! There has NEVER been such a detailed book on
the history of the Egg Bag!
If you want to add the Egg Bag to your act, study this book for important information.
And if you have purchased an Egg Bag in the past, get it out and add this miracle
to your act!

Half Price! Deal Of The Day! $12.50
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Learning From Pros!
Luis De Matos’

The Egg Bag

On this DVD, Luis performs and explains his professional
routine for the Malini Egg Bag. The classic effect vanishes
an egg and it reappears inside the little black bag. What
makes this version so strong is the finale in which a live
chick is produced and given to the astonished child
volunteer.
A Malini-style Egg Bag is included with this DVD. Full
instructions on handling and presentation are given.

35

$

Gaetan Bloom’s

The Intercessor 2.0
The Intercessor is a unique gimmick that makes miracles
possible. Creative by Gaetan and used in his professional
shows for many years, it enables you to do most baffling
versions of the classic card in orange.
The 2.0 Intercessor Gimmick is included with the DVD
together with details for his Missing Digit, his Candy routine,
handling and performance tips from top magicians around
the world, history on the development of the gimmick and
performance footage of Gaetan’s Salad routine.

50

$

David Souza’s

The Red Envelope
The Red Envelope is David’s award-winning silent act. This
act inspired a generation of manipulators. In this themed
act, a red envelope appears, transforms and vanishes in
the most astonishing manner. These incredible visual
effects can be used in any stage act and the ingenious
systems applied to develop more astounding productions,
vanishes and transformation.
Effects include: Bill To Scarf, Cane Production, Card
To Confetti, Interlock Card Production, Card Fans To
Envelope, Torn & Restored Jumbo Card and lots more!

35

$
28
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Making Miracles Happen
Luke Dancy’s

Capture

Luke shares the secret to one of the most powerful effects
you can do with any smart phone!
Capture gives you the ability to take a borrowed coin and
have it appear inside the screen of a borrowed cell
phone! The best part... NO APP REQUIRED! Borrow a
coin and visually melt it into the screen of their phone.
They won’t believe their eyes as the coin slides around
inside the screen and then just as easily the coin is visibly
pulled back out of the phone. Everything is now 100%
examinable.

27

$

Jesse Feinberg’s

Equilibrium

Balance the impossible! This DVD offers the ability to
balance borrowed objects on top of nothing more than
the fragile piece of cellophane from your deck of cards!
Balance objects like: full-sized drinks, cell phones, playing
cards and much more! Combine different objects for a
unique performance every time. Equilibrium uses a brand
new concept in magic that will fool your spectators and
leave magicians scratching their heads at the impossibility
of Equilibrium. DVD includes gimmicks and full instructions.

27

$

Antonio Romero’s

The Transparent Cups
Antonio Romero’s smash hit and the most original and
unique routine seen in years! A stunning routine of
unparalleled talent! The cups & balls with CLEAR
GLASSES-TRANSPARENT CUPS! Antonio breaks new
ground in close-up magic with this effect! What an idea
and what entertainment!
“In my lifetime, I’ve seen some of the greatest ‘CUPS N
BALL’ routines performed by Dai Vernon, Mike Ammar,
John Thompson, Charlie Miller, Johnny Paul and the
many others with brilliant routines and moves & sleights. Antonio’s routine is
smashing and completely blew me away!” --Joe Stevens

38

$
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Tony Clark Classics
4 For 1 Special

You get four of Tony’s Dove Classics: Behind
The Seams, Unmasks, Unmasks
II and Unmasks Book all for one
great price!
Regular price for all these items
is $130.00! YOU SAVE $32.50!
You will see easy dove magic, awarding
winning dove techniques, inner secrets of dove magic and a
handbook for dove workers. For more details please
see our website!

3 DVDs + Book Set...$97.50

Sly News Tear
Sly News Tear has the slickness of the Slydini Tear
and the climax power of the Gene Anderson Tear! This
is newspaper tear you can actually do!
This is easy to perform. Show both sides of newspaper
cleanly before and after routine. Flash restoration
ending. Quick and easy to make. Reusable gimmick.
Live performance demo of Tony performing on stage.
Plus a second killer routine. Ideas and variations of
presentation and handling. Tony gives you step-bystep clear explanations of each element.

35

$

Gypsy Balloon

The Classic Gypsy Thread has been elevated
to new heights!
“This is one of the strongest pieces I’ve ever created.
I just used it to close my hit show “Masters Of Magic”
in the 1,200 see Montbleu Theatre in Lake Tahoe!”
--Tony Clark
“Tony’s Gypsy Balloon has great visual impact for
audiences, both young and old. If you are looking
for a NEW exciting routine, this is it!” --Brent Geris,
Magic Apple

28

$
30
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